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(57) ABSTRACT 

As worn by a firefighter or by an emergency rescue worker, a 
protective garment having a lower torso-covering portion and 
two leg-covering portions is equipped with a drag harness or 
drag harnesses. Each drag harness is accessible through an 
aperture or apertures somewhere in the lower torso-covering 
and leg-covering portions. In the illustrated and described 
embodiments, the protective garment is equipped with two 
kneepads. Each knee pad is manipulatable between aposition 
wherein such knee pad covers the aperture or apertures in a 
given one of the leg-covering portions and positions wherein 
Such knee pad does not cover the aperture or apertures in the 
given one of the leg-covering portions. Each knee pad may 
serve as a flap or may be completely detachable. 

5 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet 
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PROTECTIVE GARMENT HAVING LOWER 
TORSO-COVERING AND LEG-COVERING 
PORTIONS AND EQUIPPED WITH DRAG 

HARNESS OR DRAG HARNESSES 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention pertains to a protective garment of a type 
worn by a firefighter or by an emergency rescue worker, and 
of a type having a lower torso-covering portion and two 
leg-covering portions. This invention provides such a gar 
ment with a drag harness or drag harnesses. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

As worn by firefighters and by emergency rescue workers, 
protective garments of the type having a lower torso-covering 
portion and two leg-covering portions noted above include 
protective pants, protective overalls, and protective coveralls. 
Herein, the lower torso-covering portion refers to the portion 
comprising and extending downwardly from the waist to the 
leg-covering portions and covering, among other regions, the 
groin and buttocks regions of the wearer. 
Commonly, a firefighter or an emergency rescue worker 

who wears a protective garment of the type noted above also 
wears a drag harness, which is a harness used by a rescuer to 
drag a stricken wearer from a perilous situation. Such a har 
ness may be also called a drag rescue device. 

Drag harnesses, as discussed in the preceding paragraph, 
are exemplified in U.S. Pat. No. 4,682,671, No. 4,854,418, 
and No. 6,205,584 B1, and in United States Patent Applica 
tion Publications No. US 2005/0173188 A1 and No. US 
2005/0211188 A1. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention provides a protective garment of a type worn 
by a firefighter or by an emergency rescue worker, and of a 
type having a lower torso-covering portion and two leg-cov 
ering portions. Broadly, the protective garment is equipped 
with a drag harness or with drag harnesses, each of which is 
accessible through an associated aperture or associated aper 
tures located somewhere in the lower torso-covering and 
leg-covering portions. 
As indicated above, the lowertorso-covering portion refers 

to the portion comprising and extending downwardly from 
the waist to the leg-covering portions and covering, among 
other regions, the groin and buttocks regions of the wearer. 
Broadly, the associated aperture or associated apertures may 
be located in a pocket, under a flap, or under a knee pad. 

Along with each drag harness, the protective garment may 
be also equipped with a flap, which is manipulatable between 
a position wherein the flap covers the aperture or apertures 
associated with said drag harness and positions wherein the 
flap does not cover the aperture or apertures associated with 
said drag harness. 
Along with each drag harness, the protective garment may 

be also equipped with a knee pad, which is manipulatable 
between a position wherein the knee pad covers the aperture 
or apertures associated with said drag harness and positions 
wherein the knee pad does not cover the aperture or apertures 
associated with said drag harness. 

So as to be manipulatable therebetween, the knee pad may 
be attached to the given one of the leg-covering portions so as 
to be completely detachable or, in a variation wherein the 
knee pad serves as a flap, so as to be completely detachable, 
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2 
except for being attached hingedly to the given one of the 
leg-covering portions, along an edge portion of the knee pad. 

Preferably, the drag harness extends into the protective 
garment, through a pair of apertures associated with said drag 
harness. Alternatively, the drag harness extends into the pro 
tective garment, through a single aperture associated with 
said drag harness. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a fragmentary, pictorial view of one contemplated 
embodiment of a protective garment embodying this inven 
tion, while 

FIG. 2 is a similar view of an alternative embodiment of a 
protective garment embodying this invention. 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary cross-section, as taken along line 
3-3 in FIG. 1, in a direction indicated by arrows. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS 

In each illustrated embodiment, a protective garment 10 of 
a type worn by a firefighter or by an emergency rescue worker, 
Such as a pair of protective pants, a Suit of protective overalls, 
or a Suit of protective coveralls, has a lower torso-covering 
portion 12 and two leg-covering portions 20 and is equipped 
at each leg-covering portion 20 with a knee pad 30 and with a 
drag harness 40, which is accessible through a pair of aper 
tures 50 in said leg-covering portion 20 when the knee pad 30 
does not cover the pair of apertures 50. If the protective 
garment 10 has an outer shell and a liner or liners, the aper 
tures 50 extend through the outer shell and through the lineror 
liners. 
At each leg-covering portion 20, the drag harness 40 is 

made from a length of rope, as illustrated, or from a length of 
strap, and, as illustrated in broken lines in FIG. 3, may be 
optionally provided with an external handle H. The length of 
rope or strap is joined end-to-end by splicing, by Stitching, or 
otherwise to form an inner portion 42 of the drag harness 40, 
through which portion 42 one leg of a wearer extends, when 
the protective garment is worn, and the length is passed 
through each of the pair of apertures 50 so as to form an outer 
portion 44 of the drag harness 40, which portion 44 a rescuer 
can grasp. Normally, when the drag harness 40 at each leg 
covering portion 20 is not needed, the knee pad 30 at such 
leg-covering portion 20 covers the apertures 50 in said leg 
covering portion 20. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 1 and in the embodiment of 
FIG. 2, each knee pad 30 is manipulatable between a position 
where said knee pad 30 covers the pair of apertures 50 in the 
associated one of the leg-covering portions 20 and positions 
where said knee pad 30 does not cover the pair of apertures 50 
in the associated one of the leg-covering portions 20. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 1, the knee pad 30 at each 
leg-covering portion 20 is four-edged and is attached detach 
ably at each of its edges 32, to said leg-covering portion 20, 
via hook-and-loop (e.g., VelcroTM) fasteners 34. Thus, in the 
embodiment of FIG. 1, the knee pad 30 at each leg-covering 
portion 20 is attached to said leg-covering portion 20 So as to 
be completely detachable. Snap fasteners or other releasable 
fasteners may be alternative employed, rather than hook-and 
loop fasteners. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 2, in which the knee pad 30 at 
each leg-covering portion 20 serves not only as a knee pad but 
also as a flap, the knee pad 30 at each leg-covering portion 20 
is four-edged and is attached detachably at three of its edges 
32, to said leg-covering portion 20, via hook-and-loop (e.g., 
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VelcroTM) fasteners 34, and is sewnhingedly at its fourth edge 
36, to said leg-covering portion 20. Snap fasteners or other 
releasable fasteners may be alternative employed, rather than 
hook-and-loop fasteners. In a simplified embodiment, an 
unpadded flap is substituted for each knee pad 30. 

In a simplified embodiment, the outer portion 44 of each 
drag harness 40 passes through one such aperture 50 in a 
given one of the leg-covering portions 20, and the knee pad 30 
associated with the same one of the leg-covering portions 20 
is attached detachably, either as in the embodiment of FIG. 1 
or as in the embodiment of FIG. 2, so as to cover said one 
aperture 50 in the give one of the leg-covering portions 20. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A protective garment of a type worn by a firefighter or by 

an emergency rescue worker, and of a type having a lower 
torso-covering portion and two leg-covering portions, 
wherein the protective garment is equipped with a drag har 
ness or drag harnesses, each drag harness being accessible 
through an aperture or apertures associated with said drag 
harness and located somewhere in a knee area of the leg 
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covering portions wherein, along with each drag harness, the 
protective garment is equipped with a knee pad, which is 
manipulatable between a position wherein the knee pad cov 
ers the aperture or apertures associated with said drag harness 
and positions wherein the knee pad does not cover the aper 
ture or apertures associated with said drag harness. 

2. The protective garment of claim 1, wherein the knee pad 
is attached to the leg-covering portion so as to be completely 
detachable. 

3. The protective garment of claim 1, wherein the knee pad 
is attached to the leg-covering portion so as to be completely 
detachable, except for being attached hingedly to of the leg 
covering portion, along an edge portion of the knee pad. 

4. The protective garment of any one of claims 1 through 3. 
wherein the drag harness extends into the protective garment, 
through a single aperture associated with said drag harness. 

5. The protective garment of any one of claims 1 through 3, 
wherein the drag harness extends into the protective garment, 
through a pair of apertures associated with said drag harness. 
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